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Ovahride…1…(not accusers of the Brethren) 

 

Hook: 

 Ovahride ovahride 1…ovahride 1..not accusers of the Brethren 

 Ovahride ovahride 1 listen peace… (2 times) 

 

Verse 1: 

 

 Celebrate the simple power to the people  

Beyond the hype division reason to be grateful 

Allow us to chill with that in peace (they can) keep the hateful 

Either way were takin’ over teachin’ equal 

 

Forex for all money yeah we know their mouth to God’s ears 

How about the game and all the falls 

Let’s set it off for years they’ll read it in the malls 

Leaders shinin’ rhymes to fight with truth call of duty calls 

 

So let’s lift it up pat him on the back for fightin’ for the team 

And not buying into brotha against brotha fiends 

Death stars listen up, we’re walkin’ in the park with this 

Because we know we’re on it heads full of steam 
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Don’t hate what liberates that’s the confusion  

All the buildings 1, building far from the illusion 

Frame adjustments cool, yeah we keep cruising 

Ain’t want no problems man, too much too many snoozin’ 

 

Hook: 

Ovahride ovahride 1…ovahride 1..not accusers of the Brethren 

 Ovahride ovahride 1 listen peace… (2 times) 

 

Verse 2:  

 

 Divine laws paused for the cause, call it better late than never 

   Cash rules (it’s) in all our paws 

 Day at a time gratitude we shine with anything the game needed 

Our love ain’t no wins in me casa and never lost 

 

People, offensive drivin’ doesn’t make the world go round 

1001, 1002 between the cars slow through town 

Careful smiles there’s so many frowns that’s how it is 

Keep the tongue cultivate the pearls we navigate through clowns 

 

So many reasons why it went the way it did 

That’s the beauty of the story chill, yup, that’s it kid 

Understand understid past present future 

Top down we can lift the lid 
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(spoken word) Just relax home bodies to tour buses to world leaders and all the cycles circles 

and selectas unite for the cause because there’s a big fish to fry back to it’s essence minus the 

eulogy…and that’s peace through music… 

 

Hook: 

  

 Ovahride ovahride 1…ovahride 1..not accusers of the Brethren 

 Ovahride ovahride 1 listen peace… (2 times) 

 

(just a shout out to those who reach out through “rough paragraphs, poisonous poetry/positive 

satisfaction”---line for line express on Brothaz…to the survivors of “Final Destination”…we know…cash 

rules…cash rules…and “it ain’t all good in the hood”....the game is a global hood though…in this airspace 

it is anyway, and it’s all interlocked with business moguls and world leaders……yup, so everybody 

careful where they visit or drive, because folks are crazy out there…and lets pray that religious/legalist 

extremists get zapped by God, because God is love…he created us..if God wasn’t love, we wouldn’t be 

here…whether it’s the Christ crusades of the past or the bombings, it’s the same murder…God has a 

bigger plan…apparently the U.S. has been a historical terrorist around the world (like Imperialist Brittain 

history), so the tragedies are not just “out of nowhere”…people just don’t know …. 

Now how about when all the key players are gone into dust…is there a message for the 

children?…you got it….it’s a big topic that involves lots of industry folks, business folks, and all of us folks 

are all a part of…God’s gonna use everybody’s stories and lives to teach…even though it seems like a big 

deal with each radio hit or makeup line…peace to y’all doin’ your best to help……only up and blessings 

for the future peace…God knows…what a great lesson and story for the future generations to learn…and 

with all the beats and rhymes and personalities…it makes a great saga…yet another for mankind…as if 

history doesn’t already tell us what power, money/greed does eventually…however ….but how does a 

person find balance in their life as they succeed..?  

A bit of advice to industry folks, is to not take cues from Raps that say to take everything 

including his mind and “Run”…big warning from a big heart…I tried to intervene (short of a frame 

adjustment which I haven’t helped someone with before… what can ya do)…the argument is Hoods vs. 

“Run” (with all you got) folks that left the hood for another town…the Hood needs love…and it’s about 

dignity and honor about where your from, which so many people forget because it’s all about getting 

away from violence and building a life away from danger and chemical dependency and that stuff, as 

opposed to “by any means necessary” making money however a person can…and if someone doesn’t 

look a certain way or have good English…it’s much easier to do what everyone else does and try to 

survive…that’s why giving back to people who need help is Godly work…don’t forget anyone, but protect 

yer neck, because any chance folks can, they’ll be gunnin’ for yours…it’s in all the Raps…it’s not a 
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joke…so make peace A.S.A.P world…non-violence and peace through music/art has been our quest 

gratefully, but it has to come from within the system…we’ll just keep plantin’ seeds…but  any honest 

effort counts…a few have risen to the top through music, yet so many people are doing time (on lock), 

and we know how the law is about things…the question is? How to address this and create solutions? 

That’s why when we hear the negative reactions to our attempts to send a message out, we label it as 

“clown behavior”…there’s real cats in the Rap game who believe that the hope/Twin miracle/children 

can change this world… and Maybe if both sides work together (which it is) there will be some 

grrrrrrreat answers…meanwhile…the argument continues and some folks are goin’ crazy…maybe we can 

speed the healing up a bit?... but some lessons just have to be learned…God’s grace and everything’s 

gonna be fine…love is what lasts…peace) 

 

Cool thanks friends…slow n easy…steady…your thang…peace… 

 

  

 


